NeTIX provides support
for EDI in a versatile
environment

EDI in a Cloud Environment
NeTIX for EDI provides a truly unified, on-demand B2B integration
server built on a single platform environment. Connecting with
trading partners is the soul of your business. How well you do it has
a critical impact on your business. At NetEDI our B2B solutions take
care of all your business and trading partner requirements so you can
concentrate on seeking new partnerships, automate and increase
business process efficiency and reduce the cost of doing business.
All of the necessary components your company needs, tools,
technology, platform and access to NetEDI’s expertise are all
provided to your company. Our solutions are designed for fast and

flexible delivery. We administer the complexities of B2B integration
and reduce your need to invest in and maintain databases, servers
and your own hardware.
All of the necessary components your company needs, tools,
technology, platform and access to NetEDI’s expertise are all
provided to your company, eliminating the need for companyowned hardware and software. Building your Business-to-Business
relationships is no longer a con- straint on time and resources,
NetIX will change the way you use EDI.

NeTIX’s hosted EDI translation allows you to process your

Benefits
•

EDI Software as a service No investment needed for
hardware

•

EDI Software as a service available at a fast turnaround

•

Easy to use

•

Integrate with almost any Back-office accounting
software or ERP

•

No Maintenance issues

•

The details are abstracted, no need for Technical
Knowledge

Orders, Invoices, Despatch Advices whilst providing seamless
integration with your internal accounting software or ERP system.
NeTIX provides the benefit of processing your EDI data locally while
maintaining the advantages of complete visibility and redundancy
offered through the hosted EDI solution.
Various File formats can be handled by the powerful NeTIX
translator. The versatile NeTIX adapters are able to handle virtually
any structured file format including the native format of your ERP or
back-office accounting system

Everything in One Place

The seamless collaboration between NetIX and the NEGrid VAN
provides complete control and visibility of your EDI traffic. The NetIX
solution provides you with a unique and compre- hensive overview
for the full end-to-end transaction flow.
Providing Business Intelligence, NetIX uses the cloud as a plat- form
for monitoring the flow of your EDI traffic without having to go
through additional systems to extract the information.

Ideal for companies that:
•

Don’t want to rely on IT person- nel for keeping their EDI
soft- ware and hardware up-to-date

•

Are looking to integrate EDI with their internal ERP
system

•

Would like mobility in their EDI solution. You can ac- cess
the service wherever you have an internet connection.

•

Are looking for a simple inter- face that gives full control
over all your EDI data and network traffic.

The NeTIX Cloud computing solution allows small to medium
sized companies to utilize and leverage technologies that were
traditionally inaccessible by helping to cut costs, add expertise and
remove complexity. Avoid capital expenditure on new hardware,
software and other peripheral services when you only pay for what
you use.
By eliminating these operating costs while receiving strategic
services through a pay as you go model, your company is cutting
costs without sacrificing the quality of your service.
In addition, by utilising the internet and a browser, you can access
the NeTIX application and all of your data anytime, any place. This
offers great versatility and affords more flexible working patterns.

Integration Adapters

Total ERP Integration
Imagine empowering a user with the ability to transact
their EDI business directly from within their ERP
system. With the launch of Agile ERP these features are
now available. Setup new EDI customers, create new
interconnects all within the comfort of your ERP system.

All NeTIX integration adapters are designed to be easy-touse. The adapter enables businesses to exchange business
information such as sales orders and invoices directly in
and out of your back-office system. To take advantage of
this service, simply download the adapter from NetIX. Once
the adapter is installed, your EDI documents are seamlessly
integrated into your back-office system, bridging the gap
between disparate systems.

Expert Assistance

Need a Demonstration >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

In addition to a hosted infrastructure, your company also
has access to a trained team of experts that are focused on
your needs to provide you with an excellent response and
deal with any of your customer’s needs. We can assist in a
whole variety of matters. Should any problems arise with
your partners, there will be someone on hand for helping to
quickly and effectively address these issues.

NeTIX is utilising the latest technology to bring you the
most up-to-date cost effective solution around.
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If you would like to see the NeTIX Solution in action and
discover for yourself how it could work for your business,
please get in touch with us today.
We will be happy to show you an online demonstration
that uniquely reflects the nature of your business
requirement.

T 01772 977781
F 0872 1150584
E sales@netedi.co.uk

www.netedi.co.uk
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